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No other initiative has more near-term potential to ease the NATO-Russian 
relationship out of its petulant, impacted state, while giving a positive jolt to the 
revived but tentative and unfocused interest in an improved and more inclusive 
European security system, than missile-defense cooperation.

Were North America, Europe and Russia to make defense of the entire Euro-Atlantic 
region against potential ballistic missile attack a joint priority, they would — apart 
from addressing a concrete problem — in a single stroke undermine much of the 
threat analysis that sets Russia against NATO, and prove that trilateral cooperation on 
a key security issue is possible.

After decades of failed efforts to find common ground on missile defense, leaders in 
Washington, Moscow and Brussels have returned to the task. Both U.S. and Russian 
presidents have underscored the importance of finding a mutually acceptable 
approach to missile defense, and the U.S. side, in the run-up to the June 24 
Washington summit, proposed a series of steps to start the process.

NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen last March moved three-way 
cooperation on missile defense to the very center of his proposed agenda, stressing the 
importance of creating “a missile-defense system that not only defends the Euro-
Atlantic community, but one that also brings it together.”

No one thinks it will be easy. Years of thickening mistrust, differing threat analyses, 
and a deficit of political will still weigh on the prospects for cooperation —
notwithstanding the recent improvement in U.S.-Russian relations.

Nor are the technical obstacles trivial. For both practical and political reasons a fully 
integrated system with joint command and control may be a reach too far. Even 
separate but coordinated systems, the model experts think more likely, pose 
formidable challenges.

But, significant as these hurdles are, the more fundamental point lies elsewhere. 
Political will, not technical obstacles, will determine whether missile defense becomes 
a pillar of a more inclusive and better-defended Euro-Atlantic community, or persists, 
even grows, as a source of tension and discord within what national leaders in their 
moment of hope at the Cold War’s close spoke of as a “Europe from the Atlantic to 
the Urals whole and free for the first time in 300 years.”

The necessary political will, however, will almost certainly not emerge where it must 
— among all three parties, North America, Europe and Russia — unless the process, 
the system and its implementation are of, by and for all three.

It will not come if a missile-defense system is essentially the creation of a single 
country with invited participation, or the work of two countries, or the project of an 



alliance. From the start, Europe, North America and Russia should assess jointly the 
common threat, and then undertake as equal parties to design from the ground up a 
common architecture to deal with the threat.

Elements of the Obama administration’s new U.S. four-stage territorial defense 
system may well provide a critical core for the effort, but the ultimate architecture and 
the division of labor sustaining it should be an equally balanced three-legged stool.

The reasons for treating missile-defense cooperation as an imminent and serious 
objective go much beyond narrow concerns. More than a potential game changer in 
U.S.-Russian and NATO-Russian relations, more than a crucial step in search of a 
sounder European security order, and more than an essential factor in creating an 
optimally effective defense against ballistic missile threats, genuine trilateral 
cooperation in this instance promises to aid progress in bolstering the nuclear 
nonproliferation regime.

It should add momentum to the already impressive achievements in securing nuclear 
weapons and materials. It would help Washington and Moscow address the role of 
strategic offense and defense as they contemplate new steps to render their nuclear 
relationship safer and more stable.

And, not least, it will also create a basis by which strategically key states, including 
China, can explore cooperation on the role and place of missile defense in a 
multipolar nuclear world.

Progress on all these fronts requires U.S., European and Russian leadership, and their 
success will either be enhanced or impaired by what happens in the realm of missile 
defense.

Because the stakes are this high, we, voices from not one or two countries but from all 
parts of the Euro-Atlantic region, are concerned that this moment of opportunity not 
slip by, or be sabotaged by narrow-minded concerns, or take a back seat to things 
easier done.
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